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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Purpose: Having a neurodevelopmental disorder (NDD) increases the risk of mental health problems and
lower participation. We investigated the trajectories of mental health problems and participation in adolescents with NDD and compared these with trajectories for peers without NDD. In addition, the relationship between participation, mental health (well-being), and mental health problems were investigated.
Materials and methods: Data from a Swedish longitudinal survey study (LoRDIA) was used and adolescents with and without self-reported NDD were followed from 12/13 to 17 years, in three waves. Mental
health problems were measured using the Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire, and well-being was
measured with the Mental Health Continuum short form.
Results: Adolescents with NDD experience more mental health problems than adolescents without NDD.
Hyperactivity, a key feature of NDD, remains stable, while emotional problems and psychosomatic complaints, increase over time for girls, independent of NDD. Participation is stable over time but is more
related to well-being than to NDD or mental health problems.
Conclusions: Gender is an important factor with girls exhibiting more problems. Mental health explains
more of the variation in participation than mental health problems and NDD. Probably participation intervention can enhance mental health which may protect from mental health problems.
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ä IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION

 Mental health, i.e., emotional-, social-, and psychological well-being is more strongly related to participation and to reduced levels of mental health problems than having an NDD or not, thus assessing
mental health separately from measuring NDD is important.
 Interventions focusing on participation may lead to higher mental health and having high mental
health (flourishing) may facilitate participation.
 Girls with self-reported NDD seem to have a higher burden of mental health problems, especially if
they also are languishing, i.e., having low mental health, therefore a strong focus on this group is
needed both in research and clinical practice.
 Half of all adolescents are flourishing, independently of NDD or not, even if they are experiencing
some symptoms of mental health problems, adolescents with NDD who are also languishing, have
much higher ratings of mental health problems.

Introduction
A relatively high prevalence of mental health problems as well as
participation restrictions in everyday activities is reported for children and adolescents with neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD)
compared to others [1–3]. Being diagnosed with NDD (a mental
disorder) does not necessarily include having a mental illness or
mental health problems [4]. Therefore, in this study, an adolescent
with NDD is not immediately considered to have mental health
problems. Information about the trajectories of mental health
problems—e.g., sadness, anxiety, and psychosomatic complaints—for adolescents with NDD is scarce [2]. Few studies have
followed the trajectories of participation, with its two dimensions
of attendance and involvement in everyday life activities, for

adolescents with NDD. Both mental health problems and participation need to be tracked over time to understand how the two
phenomena are related. In addition, the trajectories of positive
mental health also need to be taken into consideration. For adolescents with an intellectual disability, participation is related to
well-being [5] and maybe seen as an indirect positive indicator of
mental health. The negative relationship between mental health
problems and participation has not been investigated longitudinally; nor has the positive relationship between mental health
operationalized as well-being and participation. It may be that
participation interventions can promote mental health and protect adolescents from developing mental health problems.
Knowledge about the possible link between participation, mental
health problems, and well-being is necessary to plan participation
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interventions to promote mental health as well-being in adolescents with NDD.
Mental health, mental health problems, and NDD
Mental health can be defined as a lack of mental health problems
(e.g., behaviour problems, a mood disorder) along with positive
functioning in everyday life activities. The European Commission
[6] says that “mental ill-health includes mental health problems
and strain, impaired functioning associated with distress, symptoms and diagnosable mental disorders.” This description covers
mental disorders, mental illness, and mental health problems but
unfortunately makes no distinction between neurodevelopmental
disorders (NDD) and mental health problems. Bremberg and
Dalman [7], in their conceptual analysis of mental health, mental
disorders, and mental health problems, have discussed the overlap between the constructs. Mental health problems, in most
cases, overlap with mental health; that is, mental health problems
are a normal part of people’s lives, but so is mental health.
However, mental health problems also partly overlap with mental
illness, and having persistent mental health problems in childhood increases the probability a person will be diagnosed with a
mental illness [8,9]. Mental illness overlaps completely with mental disorders but some mental disorders—e.g., NDD—do not automatically overlap with mental illness or mental health problems
[4]. Therefore, we propose that mental illness and mental health
problems should be treated as separate constructs from mental
disorders when studying trajectories of mental health in adolescents with NDD. Thus, compared to adolescents without selfreported NDD, some adolescents with self-reported NDD may
overtime rate higher and with more consistency for hyperactivity
problems but perhaps not for other types of mental health problems, such as sadness or psychosomatic complaints.
The overlap between NDD and mental illness in the classification of health conditions, such as ICD-11 [10] can create conceptual confusion when screening mental health in adolescents with
NDD. For example, a population study of British children with an
intellectual disability uses the Strength and Difficulties
Questionnaire (SDQ) [11] to screen mental health by using a mental problem index based on four problem scales, one of which is
hyperactivity [8,12]. In the SDQ, there are four “problem scales:”
(1) hyperactivity, covering problems with both hyperactivity and
inattention, the basic symptomal criteria for ADHD; (2) conduct
problems; (3) emotional problems; and (4) peer problems. But do
all subscales in SDQ measure aspects of mental health problems?
Hyperactivity can exist along with positive everyday functioning,
as operationalized in participation in play activities in preschool
[12] or high scores on measures of adaptive behaviour. Peer problems are related to how another person reacts to the adolescent
and the adolescent’s communication skills; thus, the peer problems scale is not a “clean measure of mental health.” Using a
mental health problem index, adolescents with ID have significantly more mental health problems than adolescents without ID.
However, perhaps this fusion of what may be cognitive impairment-related factors (communication/peer problems and hyperactivity) and behaviour problems (emotion and conduct
problems) leads to an overestimation of the prevalence of externalizing and internalizing mental health problems among children
and adolescents with NDD. This reasoning is supported by a study
focusing on diagnostic transitions from childhood to adolescence
to early adulthood in mental disorders. Copeland [13] focuses on
diagnostic interviews and children who fulfill the criteria for mental disorders in childhood. Homotypic transitions are common;

that is, children tend to fulfill criteria for the same diagnosis over
time. The odds ratio for ADHD is strong, OR ¼ 17.4. For anxiety
and depression, it is much lower, OR ¼ <3. Heterotypic cross prediction for anxiety and depression were strong (especially from
adolescence to adulthood), but ADHD did not predict later emotional disorders (depression or anxiety). Will and Wilson [14] made
a longitudinal analysis of parent and teacher ratings of problem
behaviour in boys with (ID) and without developmental delays
(NID). The result from this study support Copeland’s [13] view, as
over time the ID group had significantly higher ratings than the
NID group for social problems (communication), attention problem, and thought problem subscales, but groups did not differ
significantly on the anxious/depressed, somatic complaints, withdrawn, aggression or delinquent subscales. The difference
between groups decreased with time. To conclude, when excluding the hyperactivity subscale from SDQ differences in mental
health problems between adolescents with and without NDD will
probably decrease with time.
In addition to anxiety and depression, psychosomatic complaints are sometimes seen as indicators of mental health problems. In a Swedish cross-sectional study [15], parents of children
with disabilities responded to questions about their children’s psychosomatic complaints. According to the parental ratings, 43% of
the children with physical disabilities and 23% of the children
with ADHD or ASD had stomach pain and 22 and 20%, respectively experienced a headache every to every other week. In comparison, 8% of the children with typical functioning were
reported by their parents to have experienced stomach pains
and/or a headache in the same timeframe. Longitudinal studies of
mental health problems under the threshold for mental disorder
diagnoses are needed to further investigate the relationship
between mental health problems and NDD.
Studying the occurrence of mental health problems may, however, be inadequate. WHO [16] defines mental health as “a state
of well-being in which every individual realises his or her own
potential, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and can contribute to his or her
community.” Westerhof and Keyes [17] suggest that mental health
defined as flourishing should be seen as existing on a separate
continuum when related to mental health problems. Flourishing is
manifested as emotional, psychological, and social well-being,
while low well-being is characterised as languishing. Persons can
report significant mental health problems but still report a relatively high degree of flourishing [13]. Flourishing is an indicator of
mental health in individuals that may protect them from mental
health problems and promote participation (i.e., functioning in
everyday activities). In a Swedish study of adolescents with a mild
intellectual disability, participants were asked to rate mental
health problems and mental health defined as flourishing. The
results revealed that adolescents with ID rated more mental
health problems than adolescents with typical functioning but
also higher mental health [18]. We suggest that participation is a
factor that has a positive relation to flourishing as an indicator of
mental health and a negative relation to mental health problems
for adolescents with self-reported NDD.
Participation
In the ICF-CY-based framework “Family of participation related
constructs” (fPRC) [19], participation has been conceptualised as
“involvement in life situations” and has two dimensions:
“attendance” and “being involved while being there.” Most studies
of participation at an individual level have an emphasis on the
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attendance of persons with impairments or long-term health conditions in the same everyday activities as people without impairments [20,21]. Attending an activity does not, however, guarantee
being engaged while attending. Involvement, the second dimension of participation, is defined as the degree of involvement
when present within a situation. In this study, involvement has
been operationalized as both the frequency of attendance and
the self-rated importance of an activity.
In longitudinal studies of participation in children [16,17],
school-aged children [19–21], and adolescents with mild impairments [22], results indicate that levels of participation (both
attendance and involvement) are relatively stable over time, while
the profile of activities that children and adolescents participate
in changes with societal expectations and life roles [19,22].
Participation in social activities increases both in the frequency of
attending and self-rated enjoyment or importance with age. Some
gender differences in patterns can be seen, with girls reporting
higher participation than boys. Environmental factors, such as
socio-economic status, family coherence, and parent-child interaction patterns are strong predictors of level of participation in
general but do not predict changes in participation patterns, as
evidenced by the stable levels of participation, both in terms of
frequency of attending and involvement. Regarding factors that
affect participation, the influence of having an impairment seems
to decrease with age during adolescence [22].
Age can affect both what activities children and adolescents
participate in and the rated importance of participating in activities. A cross-sectional comparison of age groups [23] reports that
both adolescents in need of special support, as well as their typically functioning peers, tend to rate their level of engagement in
school activities lower in adolescence than in earlier school years.
However, this change seems to be weaker for children in need of
special support. A study over two-time points involving adolescents with self-identified NDD [24] reports that having a selfreported NDD has a strong relationship with the frequency of
attending and self-rated importance in domestic activities and peer
activities at baseline (12/13 years of age); this relation is weaker
two years later. Instead, at the second time point, a pattern of relations between participation and perceived family relations, like
what is seen for peers with typical functioning, shows up.
Relating mental health to participation
Several cross-sectional studies, both our own [22,25] and others
[20,26] indicate that there is a moderate to the strong negative relationship between participation and mental health problems. There
are also indications that a positive sense of self as well as responsive
adults, and a positive family atmosphere [21,27] can enhance experiences of participation. How trajectories of participation and mental
health problems interact over time is less well-known. Nor is there
much information about the relationship between mental health
operationalized as flourishing and participation. It might be that participation and mental health are closely related and that participation acts as a mediator affecting the negative relationship between
mental health problems and participation.
Aim
This research aims to investigate the longitudinal trajectories of
mental health problems, mental health, and participation in adolescents with self-reported NDD and their same-aged peers without self-rated NDD. In addition, its purpose is to cross-sectionally
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study the relations between participation, mental health, and
mental health problems.
1. Hypothesis: Adolescents with self-reported NDD will report
higher mental health problem total scores than adolescents
without NDD, but over time these differences will decrease,
especially in emotional problems.
2. Hypothesis: Adolescents with self-reported NDD will rate
lower participation both in terms of frequency of attendance
and importance than children without NDD but over time
these group differences will decrease.
3. Hypothesis: Adolescents who rate higher in mental health
problems will rate lower in participation over time.
4. Hypothesis: Adolescents who are categorised as flourishing
will rate higher in participation and lower in mental health
problems than adolescents categorised as languishing.

Methods
Data for this study were retrieved from the Swedish research programme LoRDIA (Longitudinal Research on Development in
Adolescence). Data were collected in four small- to medium-sized
Swedish municipalities, representing the typical size of municipalities in Sweden. LoRDIA is a prospective longitudinal research program following two age cohorts from 12 and 13 years. The
adolescents were followed until 17 years of age. The first age
cohort was measured at 12, 13, 14, 15, and 17, i.e., in five waves.
The second cohort was measured when 13, 14, 15, and 17 years
of age. In this study, wave 1 (12/13 years), wave 3 (14/15 years),
and the last point of measure (17 years) will be used, i.e.,
three waves.
Participants
The total population of adolescents, age 12 and 13, i.e., in Swedish
grades 6 and 7, in four primary municipalities, were invited to participate (N ¼ 2018). Out of these, 318 opted out T1 (202 parents and
116 adolescents). This generates a population of N ¼ 1790 adolescents; of these, 275 did not participate at age 12/13, thus the
response rate at this age is 84.6%. When participants were 14/
15 years, a total of n ¼ 1322 participated of the N ¼ 1884 in the
study population, generating a response rate of 70%. At age 17,
adolescents had moved from compulsory school to senior high
school and were scattered over different types of schools and
municipalities, making the participation rate lower, a total of n ¼ 949
or 50% of the study population was included (see Figure 1).
As in the case of many longitudinal studies, the LoRDIA
research program struggled with retention rates. Longitudinal
analyses are conducted on a total sample of n ¼ 949 adolescents,
responding to all three waves. Rates differ between the groups
with and without NDD; adolescents are missing to a higher extent
in the NDD group.
To analyse the drop-out rate in adolescents with disabilities,
three groups based on disability type were created: (1) NDD, such
as ASD, ADHD, and dyslexia (2) physical disabilities such as hearing, visual, and motor impairments; and (3) autoimmune diseases.
To analyse the deviation from what could be expected, the retention rate for adolescents without self-reported disabilities, i.e., not
part of any of the three groups were used as a comparison to calculate an expected value of attrition. Adolescents with NDD differ
from the expected (v2 ¼ 11.37), and so did those with autoimmune diseases (v2 ¼ 7.92, for more information, see
Supplement 1). The retention rate for adolescents with NDD is
lower than for other types of disabilities. The diversion from
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Figure 1. Response-rates and retention rates in LoRDIA.

Table 1. Number of adolescents divided by gender and neurodevelopmental
disorders (NDD).
Girls with NDD
Boys with NDD
Girls no NDD
Boys no NDD

12/13 years

14/15 years

17 years

Retention rate (%)

128
143
629
587

93
101
602
571

67
59
458
356

52
41
73
61

expected starts when students were 14/15 years, not 17 years as
expected regarding Table 1.
In an in-depth analysis of retention rates, the mental health
problem scales were used to investigate retention rates. The ratings at 12/13 years were used as a comparison for response vs.
non-response in the following two waves of data collection. Mean
differences were investigated using a t-test. Adolescents with

externalising problems are more likely to be missing already at
14/15 years of age (hyperactivity t ¼ 2.58, p ¼ 0.01), also giving an
impact of total difficulties (t ¼ 5.03, p ¼ 0.01) (see Supplement 2).
At 17 years, these trends become even more visible. The only
scales without difference between those remaining and those
that dropped out are peer problems and internalising symptoms.
This indicates that the difficulty with retention and missing data
are not random, especially for our group of interest, adolescents
with NDD. The results must therefore be interpreted with caution.
Instruments
Disability
Disability was measured using self-reported answers to double
questions regarding 17 types of common impairments. The first
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part of the question concerns if you have the specific impairment
mentioned or not (yes/no); the second part of the question concerns how severe (mild/moderate/severe) the disability is following from the impairment. To be categorized as having NDD,
adolescents needed to respond yes to at least one neurodevelopmental impairment, and report at least a moderate disability. This
cut-off for categorisation, has been used in previous studies
adopting this scale [22]. Difficulties that were considered neurodevelopmental difficulties included speech impairment, intellectual
disability, dyslexia, dyscalculia, nervous difficulties, ADHD, and
ASD. Respondents with other impairments or illnesses were considered not to have NDD, for example, physical disabilities. It was
possible to have multiple disabilities, for example, both a speech
impairment and a physical disability. When creating the NDD variable, only information regarding the difficulties relevant was used,
irrespective of what other difficulties there also might be.
Information regarding disability was collected at age 12/13.
Participation in everyday activities
Participation was measured through seven items measuring both
the frequency and importance of participation. A principal component analysis reveals that within the frequency component, as
well as the rated importance items, two factors were identified
consisting of three variables. The first factor measures the social
aspect of participation (getting along with friends, making new
friends, cleaning up your room) and the second factor measures
the self-care aspect of participation (grocery shopping, preparing
something to eat, doing your laundry). These items were measured
both with a frequency scale, i.e., “how often do you … ” and as an
important scale, i.e., “how important is it … .” Both the frequency
scale and the importance scale were measured on the three-point
Likert scale, with higher values as more often or more important.
Participation was measured with summary scales, two frequency
scales, and two importance scales, relating to social participation
and participation in self-care, respectively. All items are coded
from 0 to 2, giving sum scales from 0 to 6, with 0 indicating low
participation and 6 high participation. The four summary scales
contain different activities that were classified based on the PCA
as social participation and self-care participation. However, doing
one activity or finding it important (e.g., doing the laundry) does
not necessarily indicate that the next (e.g., grocery shopping) is
done frequently or considered important. Combining items to
scales based on the PCA is relevant as they do give an interpretable score related to participation, but the limited number of
activities and response categories makes a Cronbach alpha less
informative, as internal consistency may not be good [28]. In this
study, Cronbach’s alpha at 12/13 years of age was frequency
a ¼ 0.406 and importance a ¼ 0.550 for self-care activities; and frequency a ¼ 0.369 and importance a ¼ 0.473 for social activities.
That cleaning your room was perceived as more related to social
participation for a teenager than to self-care or domestic activities, as most adults would suggest, likely also make sense, as the
motivations for cleaning your room are usually socially related
rather than an aspect of self-care for most teenagers.
Mental health problems
Mental health problems were measured using The Strength and
Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) [25]; the Swedish translation by
Smedje [28] was used. It has been validated by Malmberg et al.
[29]. The focus was on the four problems scales: emotional problems, peer problems, hyperactivity, and conduct, as well as the
impact supplement focusing on the perceived impact of problems
on everyday life. The scales for difficulties and impact were
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created in line with the recommendations proposed by Goodman
[25]. SDQ data were collected at all three-time points.
Psychosomatic complaints were measured on a scale with eight
variables dichotomised based on those perceiving problems often
or no problems at all. A five-point Likert scale from 1 ¼ never to
5 ¼ always was adopted. Having often (4) or always (5) symptoms
are considered as having this complaint and never (1) to sometimes (3) as not having this complaint. Based on this a summary
variable of psychosomatic complaints was created with values
ranging from 0 ¼ no complaints to a maximum of 8 complaints,
thus indicating the number of complaints a person had often.
This scale has been used previously in a total population study of
mental health [30] and has been validated by Hagquist [31].
Mental health
Mental Health Continuum-Short form (MHC-SF) [32]. The scale has
been validated [33] and a Swedish version has been translated
and revised in the LoRDIA project. The scale uses a six-grade
Likert scale from Never to Always. The items start with “how often
during the last couple of months have you felt?” This scale can
be divided into three subscales measuring three forms of wellbeing: emotional, social, and psychological. To code flourishing,
we used the categorisation rules developed by Keyes [33]: at least
1 of the emotional well-being items need to be almost every day
or every day, and six of the 10 questions regarding social and
psychological well-being need to be coded as high. Languishing
in the opposite, i.e., lowest on at least one emotional well-being
item, and in six of the other 10. Respondents that are coded as
neither flourishing nor languishing are considered to have moderate well-being; that is, three groups are created. MHC-SF was collected at ages 14/15 and 17.
Procedure
Before the data collection, written consent was obtained from the
head principals in each municipality to gain access to the schools
in each municipality. Caregivers, teachers, and adolescents were
informed through written information as well. A paper-based survey was administered to all adolescents in school, in their classrooms, by the research team. At each data collection point, the
research team gave information regarding the voluntary nature of
participation and stated that the data collected would be handled
confidentially. During each data collection, participants were able
to take breaks and were offered refreshments. Adolescents with
intellectual disabilities used an adapted version of the questionnaire that was piloted by members of the research team with
expertise in occupational therapy and disability research [22].
Adolescents with intellectual disabilities were offered the opportunity to be interviewed when considered necessary and adapted
procedures were used when required, for example, with adolescents who had reading difficulties for various reasons (e.g., dyslexia or having recently immigrated to Sweden). The information
regarding informed consent was also adapted. This adapted version was considered beneficial for all adolescents and hence, this
version was adopted in the following data collections.
Ethical considerations
The research program and data collection procedure were
approved by the Regional Research Review Board in Gothenburg
for each wave (No. 362-13.2013-09-25, No T446-14, 2014-05-20,
No T553, 2015-07-31, No T465 17, 2017-07-21, and No T553-18,
2018-07-26). One sensitive issue in this study is the use of passive
consent from parents. As this program used questions regarding
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mental health and alcohol and drug use, it was necessary to
ensure that all adolescents had the opportunity to participate in
the study, including those from problematic homes, as these
would risk exclusion if we demanded parent’s active consent. An
opt-out consent method was approved by the regional ethical
board, indicating that parents/caregivers could contact researchers to opt-out, by e-mail, phone, or letter. This information was
provided in a total of 32 different languages and to both
parents/caregivers.
Analysis
Mean values for scales were created for each timepoint based on
gender and self-rated NDD or not. ANOVA for repeated measures
was used to investigate the difference over time and the time x
group effect. The relationship between mental health problems
and participation over time was tested with linear regressions,
including independent variables in different models, to investigate
the additional predictive value. The first model included gender
and NDD status; the second model included ratings of participation from the previous wave; the third model included SDQ measures from the previous wave; and the fourth model included
mental health measured at 14/15 years. As the retention rate was

low at 17 years, the generated results needed to be analysed with
caution. To investigate the relationship between gender, NDD status, and mental health, a factorial univariate ANOVA was conducted with three groups (gender, NDD, and mental health) and
its interaction effects.

Results
Responding to our first hypothesis “Adolescents with self-reported
NDD will report higher mental health problem total scores than
adolescents without NDD, but over time these differences will
decrease, especially emotional problems.” In Table 2 we display
mean values for each time point for our groups and differences
over time. In Figures 2–6 trends for different mental health problems are visualized.
There is a significant difference between the groups of children with and without self-reported NDD, in terms of gender.
Having self-reported NDD seems to increase the total risk of having high ratings of difficulties measured by SDQ and psychosomatic complaints (see Figures 2 and 4). Concerning total
difficulties measured by SDQ, the analysis reveals that adolescents
with self-reported NDD start with stable high values while the

Figure 2. Trajectories of total difficulties for adolescents with and without self-rated NDD and gender.

Figure 3. Emotional difficulties over time for adolescents with and without self-rated NDD and gender.
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Figure 4. Psychosomatic complaints over time for adolescents with and without NDD and gender.

Figure 5. Hyperactivity over time for adolescents with and without self-rated NDD and gender.

Figure 6. Impact over time for adolescents with and without self-rated NDD and gender.
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levels of difficulties increase for the other groups. When estimating the marginal means within the GLM for total difficulties, NDD
status makes a difference. In studying the interaction between
time and group interaction was found. Concerning mean values,
children with NDD decrease their value of total difficulties while
children without NDD increase their values.
Two of the scales demonstrate a different pattern: emotional
difficulties and psychosomatic complaints (see Figures 3 and 4). A
more in-depth analysis of differences over time reveals gender differences for these variables. As revealed by Table 2, there is a
strong interaction effect regarding time and group.
For peer problems and hyperactivity (see Figure 5), there is a
significant time effect but no interaction effect between groups
and over time. Both hyperactivity and peer problems decrease
over time; more so in peer problems than in hyperactivity.
Regarding conduct problems, we can see a stronger time than
interaction effect. As with peer problems and hyperactivity, these
mean differences are reduced over time. There is a steady drop in
conduct problems that seems to be similar in all groups.
The perceived impact of difficulties increases over time (see
Figure 6), especially for girls with self-reported NDD (see Table 2).
Girls with self-reported NDD differ from the other groups and girls
without NDD differ from boys without NDD. Girls with NDD seem
to be vulnerable and report a larger impact of difficulties in
their lives.

self-care, where no difference between groups existed. In all four
variables, girls rate their participation higher than boys, both in
the frequency of attendance and importance.

Participation and self-rated NDD

The relation between participation, mental health problems, and
mental health
Our third hypothesis concerned the relationship between participation and mental health problems: “Adolescents who rate higher
in mental health problems will rate lower in participation over
time.” To answer this hypothesis, we created four hierarchical
regression models with participation at 14/15 years as the
dependent variable (see Table 4). We found that participation is
stable over time and that primarily, previous participation predicts
later participation. The highest predictive value was found for the

Our second hypothesis was that “Adolescents with self-reported
NDD will rate lower participation both in terms of frequency of
attendance and importance than adolescents without NDD but
over time these group differences will decrease.” To test this
hypothesis, mean values for participation frequency and importance were calculated for the two groups with and without
NDD divided by gender. Overall, our hypothesis was confirmed,
with larger differences between groups at 12/13 and smaller differences with time, except for the importance of participation in

Participation in self-care activities
As can be seen in Table 3, girls self-rate their participation frequency in self-care higher than boys. Over time, boys increase
their participation more than girls do, and thus gender differences
decrease with age. At the age of 12/13, both groups of girls have
higher participation than boys, but at 14/15 and 17 years, it is girls
with no NDD that differ from the other groups. There is a time
effect, and an interaction effect; we do see an increase with time,
and this increase is larger among boys.
Regarding the importance of self-care, there is no difference
between groups in either wave. It is considered equally important
by all groups and seems to be stable over time.
Participation in social activities
Girls have a higher frequency of attendance in social participation
than boys. Boys with NDD demonstrate the lowest level of frequency of attendance in social participation, differing from all
other groups at 12/13 years. From 14/15 years of age, girls with no
NDD differ from boys. However, the frequency of participation is
stable over time, and there are no time differences. There are no
time or group differences regarding the importance of participation in social activities.

Table 2. Values of SDQ scales divided by timepoint, gender, and NDD status.
Children with NDD
Boys
Index
Total difficulties
Emotional difficulties
Peer problems
Conduct problems
Hyperactivity
Impact
Psychosomatic complaints

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.

Age
12/13
14/15
17
12/13
14/15
17
12/13
14/15
17
12/13
14/15
17
12/13
14/15
17
12/13
14/15
17
12/13
14/15
17

M
13.93
12.90
12.02
3.09
3.09
2.68
2.81
2.44
2.39
2.83
2.46
1.98
5.20
4.91
4.97
0.52
0.29
0.83
1.31
1.08
1.12

Children without NDD

Girls
SD
5.74
4.92
5.30
2.09
2.27
2.26
1.98
1.75
1.88
1.87
1.82
1.74
2.36
2.27
2.36
1.31
1.03
1.67
1.77
1.72
1.63

M
13.80
13.73
13.27
4.46
4.98
5.04
2.50
2.23
2.15
2.31
2.03
1.51
4.53
4.49
4.57
0.82
1.10
1.55
2.17
2.31
2.22

Boys
SD
5.70
5.93
5.13
2.67
2.69
2.56
1.84
1.94
1.64
1.61
1.47
1.34
2.09
2.37
2.15
1.73
2.27
2.45
2.20
2.50
2.12

M
9.58
9.24
10.04
1.95
2.13
2.45
1.96
1.73
2.07
1.90
1.80
1.65
3.76
3.59
3.89
0.12
0.14
0.46
0.78
0.56
0.85

GLM

Girls
SD
4.72
5.28
5.71
1.83
2.03
2.17
1.49
1.51
1.52
1.46
1.64
.168
2.09
2.28
2.53
0.70
0.79
1.43
1.41
1.28
1.62

M
9.37
10.64
11.09
2.79
3.82
4.25
1.64
1.75
1.90
1.53
1.59
1.30
3.39
3.47
3.64
0.17
0.60
0.75
0.98
1.58
1.75

Greenhous geisser
SD
4.76
5.65
5.27
2.06
2.50
2.37
144
1.55
1.56
1.21
1.36
1.32
2.16
2.35
2.43
0.77
1.56
1.78
1.52
2.18
1.95

F time
825.79

Timegroup
6.08

9.76

9.47

1303.43

1.75 ns

400.88

3.160

5.87.03

0.73 ns

57.79

3.64

3.52

5.23
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Table 3. Mean value of participation in different age groups divided by NDD and gender.
Girl NDD
M

SD

Frequency social participation
12/13 years
4.17
1.17
14/15 years
4.13
0.97
17 years
4.22
1.23
Importance social participation
12/13 years
5.07
1.08
14/15 years
4.99
1.01
17 years
5.03
1.21
Frequency participation self-care
12/13 years
3.39
1.49
14/15 years
3.32
1.42
17 years
3.45
1.38
Importance participation self-care
12/13 years
4.72
1.36
14/15 years
4.62
1.35
17 years
4.78
1.25

Boy NDD
M

SD

Girl no NDD
M

Boy no NDD

SD

M

SD

ANOVA

3.75
3.94
3.98

1.18
1.24
1.02

4.39
4.29
4.47

0.91
1.00
0.96

4.05
4.20
4.27

1.07
1.06
1.11

19.04
3.59
5.27

4.54
4.73
4.57

1.41
1.16
1.16

5.24
5.17
5.11

0.88
0.91
0.88

4.80
4.96
4.82

1.19
1.08
1.15

23.51
7.15
7.96

2.79
2.87
3.17

1.38
1.59
1.48

3.25
3.35
3.54

1.20
1.29
1.30

2.88
3.04
3.29

1.31
1.30
1.48

12.45
7.24
2.76

4.55
4.53
4.66

1.46
1.25
1.37

4.66
4.65
4.73

1.32
1.27
1.18

4.51
4.68
4.68

1.54
1.30
1.34

1.47
0.42
0.22

GLM Greenhouse-Geisser
Time

Timegroup

1.99 ns

0.20 ns

4.106 

0.87 ns

6.27

0.370

1.02 ns

0.73 ns

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.

frequency of attendance in social participation. When assessing
the change value of R2 (DR2), mental health problems have a low
predictive value and often a significant beta coefficient becomes
insignificant when including mental health in the model. We
could therefore not confirm this hypothesis.
Mental health, participation, and mental health problems
Our fourth hypothesis, “Adolescents who are categorised as flourishing will rate higher in participation and lower in mental health
problems than adolescents categorised as languishing,” was confirmed. Adolescents with and without self-rated NDD were categorised as languishing, having moderate well-being, or flourishing
based on their response on the mental health continuum scale.
Two analyses were conducted to test the hypothesis; one based
only on a mental health grouping independent of whether
respondents reported NDD or not (see Table 5), and another analysis including groups based on NDD and gender (see Table 6).
This analysis was conducted only on students at 14/15 years, due
to the limited sample size. In the first analysis, where only the
flourishing categorisation was used, there are significant relations
between self-rated participation and flourishing categorisation, as
well as between flourishing categorisation and self-rated mental
health problems.
Adolescents that are flourishing have higher levels of participation, primarily in the frequency of attending but also in importance. They also rate lower levels of mental health problems, and
this relationship is strong. For example, the number of psychosomatic complaints at 14/15-year decreased from 3.8 for those
classified as languishing, to 1.5 for those with moderate mental
health, to 0.5 for those flourishing (see Table 5). Those who are
classified as languishing demonstrate higher ratings for all types
of mental health problems than those reporting moderate mental
health and especially compared to those who are flourishing. This
might indicate that mental health and mental health problems
are related to each other independent of NDD. Therefore, in the
second analysis related to hypothesis four, adolescents categorized as flourishing, as having moderate mental health, or as languishing were divided into groups based on having self-reported
NDD or not and gender.
Due to the limited numbers of participants in each group
especially in the languishing category, the statistical power is low.
In order not to reduce groups further, analysis was conducted on
age group 14/15 and not using data from 17 years. In Table 6,
mean and standard deviations, as well as results from a univariate

Table 4. Relation between mental participation, mental health problems and
mental health over time.
14/15 years

R Std error

F

Adj R2 DR2

Frequency of attendance in social participation
Model 1a
0.138 1.01 9.33 0.0170.019
0.390 0.94 27.69 0.1520.133
Model 2b
0.413 0.93 17.99 0.1760.025
Model 3c
d
0.475 0.90 19.94 0.2330.056
Model 4
Importance of social participation
0.142 0.96 9.61 0.0180.020
Model 1a
0.336 0.92 16.60 0.1070.093
Model 2b
c
0.241 0.92 11.82 0.1130.011
Model 3
d
Model 4
0.390 0.90 11.77 0.1390.029
Frequency of self-care
0.118 1.29 6.65 0.0120.014
Model 1a
0.374 1.21 25.17 0.1340.126
Model 2b
c
Model 3
0.390 1.21 15.10 0.1420.012
0.409 1.20 13.25 0.1550.015
Model 4d
Importance of self-care
a
0.019 1.25 0.1620.0020.000
Model 1
Model 2b
0.238 1.22 9.21 0.05 0.056
0.257 1.22 5.90 0.0550.010
Model 3c
0.287 1.21 5.86 0.0680.016
Model 4d
a

Gender disability.
Participation in previous wave.
Mental health difficulties SDQ in previous wave.
d
Mental health measured at 14/15 years.
b
c

factorial ANOVA, are presented. Most adolescents are, based on
their self-rated mental health, classified as flourishing or having
moderate mental health. Only a small portion of students are languishing (n ¼ 79); in this group, there is a small overrepresentation of adolescents with NDD (23%) but not an
underrepresentation of adolescents with NDD who are flourishing
(13% with NDD), based on the sample at 14/15 years of age.
Concerning participation, mental health status rather than other
factors are related to participation. However, as participation is
stable (see Table 4), the adjusted R2 is low for participation values
(see Table 6). Concerning the second part of our hypothesis, the
analyses indicate that mental health is related to mental health
problems in all six measures used. Regarding gender, it adds to
the model regarding internalising symptoms, such as emotional
problems, psychosomatic complaints, and impact. A self-reported
NDD is also related to mental health problems, except for impact.
Mental health conceptualised as flourishing is more strongly
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Table 5. Concurrent relation between mental health, mental health problems, and participation.
Wave 3
Concurrent relations
Participation
Frequency participation self-care
Importance participation self-care
Frequency social participation
Importance social participation
Mental health problems
Psychosomatic complaints
Impact
Emotional
Peer problems
Hyperactivity
Conduct problems

Wave 4

Mental health

N

Mean

Sd.

Languishing
Moderate
flourishing
Languishing
Moderate
flourishing
Languishing
Moderate
flourishing
Languishing
Moderate
flourishing

81
535
623
80
534
620
82
535
621
81
534
620

2.79
3.14
3.2
4.29
4.60
4.75
3.59
4.03
4.47
4.83
4.90
5.19

1.31
1.33
1.31
1.59
1.27
1.23
1.37
1.01
0.96
0.93
1.05
1.24

Languishing
Moderate
flourishing
Languishing
Moderate
flourishing
Languishing
Moderate
flourishing
Languishing
Moderate
flourishing
Languishing
Moderate
flourishing
Languishing
Moderate
flourishing

83
547
629
84
535
615
79
518
593
79
518
593
79
518
593
79
519
593

3.81
1.56
0.49
2.42
0.87
0.22
5.75
3.90
2.20
3.30
2.12
1.35
5.44
4.03
3.07
2.90
1.91
1.38

1.17
2.01
3.01
2.36
1.46
0.74
2.94
2.45
1.99
2.07
1.64
1.24
2.15
2.23
2.28
1.80
1.53
1.29

p < 0.05; p < 0.01.

related to participation and too low levels of mental health problems than having self-reported NDD or not.

Discussion
We aimed to investigate the longitudinal trajectories of mental
health problems, mental health, and participation in adolescents
with self-reported NDD and their same-aged peers without selfreported NDD. In addition, we investigated the relations between
participation, mental health, and mental health problems crosssectionally. Four hypotheses were posed, of which three were
confirmed and one was rejected. Overall, our study shows that,
except for hyperactivity problems, adolescents with self-reported
NDD start on a higher level in their ratings of behaviour problems
than adolescents without NDD, but with time, the difference
between the groups decreases. Concerning participation, adolescents with self-reported NDD rate their participation lower than
adolescents without NDD, but this difference decreases with age.
For both mental health problems and participation, gender differences became larger with age, with girls reporting more mental
health problems and higher participation. Our hypothesis that
adolescents that rate high in behaviour problems would rate
lower in participation were not confirmed. Ratings of mental
health operationalised as flourishing were, however, related both
to high participation ratings and low ratings of mental health
problems. It seems like participation can be both a means and an
end to flourishing.
The stable ratings of hyperactivity in both adolescents with
and without self-reported NDD, and the significantly higher ratings of hyperactivity in children with self-reported NDD, confirm

F

N

Mean

Sd.

44.21
F>L M
M>L
13.59
F>L M
M>L

40
373
512
36
369
509
39
368
510
35
368
506

2.68
3.27
3.58
4.50
4.58
4.83
3.18
4.10
4.61
4.23
4.85
5.10

1.67
1.37
1.35
1.42
1.25
1.23
1.78
1.03
0.85
1.55
1.07
0.91

156.78
L>F L
M>F
127.42
L>F L
M>F
131.57
L>F M
M>F
79.40
L>F M
M>F
52.30
L>F M
M>F
47.60
L>F M
M>F

41
370
502
41
370
500
43
377
516
43
377
516
43
377
516
43
377
516

3.22
2.01
0.83
2.83
1.43
0.61
6.23
4.36
2.69
3.67
2.45
3.67
6.12
4.32
3.37
2.81
1.66
1.24

2.53
2.01
1.46
2.85
2.03
1.30
2.93
2.43
2.10
2.04
1.57
2.04
2.19
2.40
2.39
1.97
1.45
1.32

4.39
F>L
5.69
F>L

F
11.73
F>L
4.94
F>L M
59.09
F>L M
16.60
F>M
69.80
L>F L
M>F
47.43
L>F M
M>F
90.43
L>F L
M>F
59.02
L>F M
M>F
36.70
L>F M
M>F
29.85
L>F M
M>F

that hyperactivity may have other qualities aside from the subscales of emotion and conduct problems in SDQ. The ratings in
these two subscales had more variable patterns and changes over
time than ratings of hyperactivity, indicating a stronger sensitivity
to biological changes and changes in life circumstances. It might
be that the SDQ subscale hyperactivity measures more of a trait
or impairment while the subscales emotion and conduct problems measure more of variations in mental state, at least for adolescents with NDD. Adolescents without NDD who are languishing
do rate high levels of hyperactivity, so in this group, hyperactivity
might measure mental health problems. Yet, hyperactivity should
be measured with caution as it seems to measure a stable trait/
impairment rather than fluctuating mental health problems. The
three-way ANOVA testing gender, NDD, and mental health as
independent did not explain much of the variance (adj R2 ¼ 0.11)
in hyperactivity. The findings are supported by results from previous studies [10,11], which report that hyperactivity ratings primarily predict hyperactivity but no other types of mental health
problems to a large degree. Perhaps hyperactivity should not be
included in measures of mental health problems or at least not
be indexed as externalising problems together with conduct
problems. The result indicates that it is important to differentiate
between mental health and mental health problems and to separate mental health problems related to puberty and environmental
influences from aspects related to stable characteristics, i.e.,
hyperactivity, by definition being a part of NDD [10].
Another subscale in SDQ that may not be a “clean” measure of
mental health problems is the subscale peer problems. The scale
contains questions about how peers interact with the respondent
(an environmental measure) and problems with communication

3.36
2.88
3.30
2.93
3.14

3.28
2.92
3.46
3.09
3.24

45
50
248
175
518

36
40
239
278
593

(1.32)
(1.44)
(1.29)
(1.28)
(1.31)

(1.45)
(1.35)
(1.29)
(1.26)
(1.33)

(1.83)
(2.19)
(1.24)
(1.38)
(1.46)

(1.48)
(1.14)
(1.88)
(1.24)
(1.23)

(1.23)
(1.35)
(1.21)
(1.34)
(1.27)

Imp. part. self-care
2.11 (0.019)
4150.10 (0.773)
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
3.65 (0.006)
ns
0.01

4.53
4.37
4.80
4.79
4.75

4.68
4.56
4.64
4.53
4.60

4.6 (1.51)
5.17 (1.17)
4.0 (1.68)
4.45 (1.50)
4.29 (1.59)

4.49
4.18
4.62
4.38
4.47

4.07
3.77
4.13
3.94
4.03
5.25
4.97
5.35
5.07
5.19

1.12
0.76
0.63
0.26
0.49

2.38
1.37
2.02
0.77
1.56
(1.86)
(1.56)
(1.27)
(0.81)
(1.17)

(2.19)
(1.88)
(2.19)
(1.38)
(2.01)

6.3 (1.89)
1.29 (1.11)
4.69 (2.76)
1.96 (2.76)
3.81 (3.01)

Psychosomat

Psycho-somat
48.12 (0.298)
498.02 (0.285)
105.76 (0.078)
7.91 (0.006)
71.71 (0.103)
4375 (0.003)
23.97 (0.037)
ns
3.28 (0.005)
0.29

(0.94)
(1.11)
(0.77)
(1.01)
(0.93)

4.77 (0.99)
4.56 (1.18)
5.07 (0.94)
4.79 (1.13)
4.9 (1.05)

5.0 (1.24)
5.17 (1.17)
4.74 (1.27)
4.83 (1.27)
4.83 (1.24)

Imp. social

Imp. social
5.26 (0.045)
7911.34 (0.866)
ns
ns
9.0 (0.015)
ns
ns
ns
ns
0.04

(0.92)
(1.14)
(0.88)
(0.98)
(0.96)

(0.82)
(1.32)
(0.91)
(1.08)
(1.01)

3.0 (0.82)
3.75 (1.49)
3.52 (1.44)
3.91 (1.41)
3.59 (1.37)

Freq. social

Freq. social
10.52 (0.085)
5499.83 (0.818)
ns
ns
22.99 (0.036)
ns
4.17 (0.006)
ns
ns
0.08

Imp. part. self-care

F: (partial Eta2) are reported. All F-values reported are significant at p < 0.05.

Freq. part. self-care
3.20 (0.028)
1806.47 (0.596)
7.66 (0.006)
ns
3.44 (0.006)
ns
ns
ns
ns
0.02

2.80
2.25
2.92
2.71
2.79

Freq. part. self-care

10
8
41
20
79

n

Three-way ANOVA
Corrected model
Intercept
Gender
NDD
MHC
GenderNDD
Gendermental health
Mental healthNDD
All three

Mental health
Languish
Girl NDD
Boy NDD
Girl no NDD
Boy no NDD
Total
Moderate
Girl NDD
Boy NDD
Girl no NDD
Boy no NDD
Total
Flourishing
Girl NDD
Boy NDD
Girl no NDD
Boy no NDD
Total

Table 6. Mental health, mental health problems and participation in groups based on NDD status and gender mean (SD).

(1.80)
(1.32)
(1.60)
(1.01)
(1.46)

Impact
36.99 (0.250)
333.05 (0.214)
94.60 (0.072)
ns
54.941 (0.083)
9.98 (0.008)
17.19 (0.27)
ns
ns
0.243

0.89 (1.30)
0.18 (0.51)
0.29 (0.90)
0.9 (0.40)
0.22 (0.74)

1.52
0.75
1.10
0.43
0.87

3.8 (2.35)
0.38 (1.06)
3.05 (2.14)
1.42 (2.32)
2.42 (2.36)

Impact

(2.31)
(2.17)
(2.03)
(1.61)
(1.99)

(2.44)
(2.27)
(2.34)
(2.16)
(2.45)

Emotional
47.64 (0.308)
1305.31 (0.526)
106.52 (0.083)
15.99 (0.013)
52.94 (0.082)
ns
9.02 (0.015)
ns
ns
0.301

3.92
2.58
2.64
1.55
2.20

5.24
3.32
4.57
2.78
3.90

8.2 (2.25)
3.75 (2.60)
6.68 (2.05)
3.40 (3.33)
5.75 (2.94)

Emotional

(1.30)
1.42
(1.16)
(1.33)
(1.29)

(1.42)
(1.89)
(1.35)
(1.65)
(1.53)

(1.70)
(2.75)
(1.42)
(2.16)
(1.80)

Conduct
12.31 (0.103)
859.06 (0.422)
ns
7.33 (0.006)
25.97 (0.0.42)
ns
ns
ns
ns
0.095

1.58
2.08
1.15
1.46
1.38

2.09
2.64
1.72
1.93
1.91

3.30
2.88
2.68
3.15
2.90

Conduct

(2.55)
(2.38)
2.08
2.24
2.28
Hyper
14.8 (0.121)
1433.72 (0.549)
ns
12.71 (0.011)
15.80 (0.026)
ns
ns
4.47 (0.008)
ns
0.113

4.44
4.58
2.61
3.08
3.07

4.42 (2.30)
4.9 (1.99)
3.88 (2.30)
3.90 (2.11)
4.03 (2.23)

5.6 (1.71)
5.36 (3.02)
5.46 (2.11)
5.35 (2.18)
5.44 (2.14)

Hyper

(1.29)
(1.55)
(1.16)
(1.23)
(1.24)

(1.79)
(1.66)
(1.63)
(1.55)
(1.64)

Peer problem
18.83 (0.15)
976.29 (0.453)
ns
19.30 (0.016)
62.32 (0.096)
ns
ns
3.84 (0.006)
3.545 (0.006)
0.142

1.22
1.75
1.20
1.44
1.35

2.38
2.94
2.04
1.93
2.12

5.0 (1.63)
3.50 (2.39)
2.95 (1.82)
3.10 (2.31)
3.30 (2.07)

Peer problem
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because of physical or language impairments can generate high
problem ratings. In this study, adolescents with NDD scored higher
in peer problems than those without NDD, but the three-way
ANOVA (just as with hyperactivity) did not explain much of the
variance with an adjusted R2 ¼ 0.14. In addition, in this study, the
level of peer problems decreased over time in adolescents with
self-reported NDD but remained stable on a lower level for children
without NDD; at age 17, the level of rated problems was about the
same. With age, adolescents with self-reported NDD may have
gained better communication skills that contribute to a decrease in
their problems with peers. In addition, when adolescents are
17 years old, they have made the transition to senior high school
and therefore have been partly able to choose their school context.
In Sweden, mandatory schooling ends at 15/16 years, and in senior
high school, students can choose different forms of academic or
vocational specialisations, creating similarities in interests; therefore,
peer problems may be perceived as less severe. This is supported
in a systematic literature review [34] on this topic. Again, the
results of this study indicate that the subscale peer problem may
partly measure something else other than behaviour problems and
thus should not be indexed together with emotion as a measure
of internalising problems when investigating mental health problems in adolescents with NDD.
The SDQ subscales “emotional problems” and “conduct problems” seem to measure behaviour problems that can be related
to mental health problems. In both subscales, adolescents with
NDD have higher ratings of problems at the age of 12/13, but the
trajectories over time are different for the two subscales. All
groups, independent of self-reported NDD or gender, rate less
severe conduct problems with time. The decrease seen in conduct
problems may be explained by maturity and the development of
self-regulation skills. In addition, the transition to the more selfselected context of senior high school at age 17 may lessen conduct problems. Emotional problems are well-explained by mental
health, gender, and NDD. There is a tendency, already at age 12/
13, that gender is more important, than self-rated NDD, for the
level of emotional problems. At age 14/15, girls rate more severe
emotional problems than boys, and the difference are even larger
at age 17. Gender differences do explain much of the variance in
emotional symptoms, even though mental health, and to some
extent, NDD also matter. It is, however, important to stress that
girls with self-reported NDD are a special risk group. They start
rating more emotional problems than boys in general and girls
without NDD, and the difference increases with age. Girls with
NDD who are languishing, seem to have more emotional problems than the other groups. The same gender differences and differences related to having an impairment or not have been
reported in other population studies of mental health problems in
adolescents [35]. The high risk for mental health problems in girls
with self-reported NDD is alarming. It is also evident in the fact
that girls report more psychosomatic complaints and again, girls
with self-reported NDD have more difficulties. These gender differences, with a special focus on girls with self-reported NDD,
need to be further investigated in future research. One of several
possible explanations might be that girls tend to perceive more
stress than boys about achievement in school in adolescence [36].
Our second hypothesis concerned trajectories of participation.
The results of the study reveal that participation in both domestic
and social activities was rated higher, both concerning frequency
of attending and importance by adolescents without NDD, but
the difference was not large. The differences appear to have a
stronger relation to gender, with a tendency that girls rate both
frequencies of attendance and importance higher than boys. The

gender differences seen for self-care activities may reflect traditional gender roles, and these seem to be rather stable for the
measured period. The differences regarding social activities may
also be partly explained by traditional gender roles.
Our third hypothesis that mental health problems have a
negative relation with ratings of participation was not confirmed.
This may have several explanations. A methodological explanation
is that we only measured participation in two types of activities,
which were treated separately in the analyses. Therefore, a relatively small variance is seen in the data. The low relevance of
mental health problems for participation does not correspond
with the results in cross-sectional studies, in which children and
adolescents with higher mental health problems have lower participation [16,20,22,26]. If participation in a broader set of activities had been measured, the result might have been different.
The fact that, in this study, the impact of previous mental health
problems on participation was also assessed could be another
answer. Cross-sectional data only allows analysis of the momentary relation. However, our relations between mental health problems and participation are very low, even concurrently. Another
explanation for the low correlations between participation and
mental health problems might be that mental health problems
consist of ratings of negative functioning, while participation is
focused on positive functioning. This is supported by the finding
that mental health, or well-being, measured as flourishing [34],
was strongly related to ratings of participation. However, ratings
of flourishing also had strong negative relations to the SDQ ratings of mental health problems, with stronger relations to emotional problems and psychosomatic complaints, and weaker
relations to hyperactivity and conduct problems.
The strong relations between ratings of mental health (positive
aspects of functioning) and ratings of mental health problems
(negative aspects of functioning) indicate that ratings of flourishing
and mental health problems are conceptually related while participation ratings might capture another construct. Analysis of the last
time point revealed that most adolescents with self-reported NDD
were categorised as flourishing, which again confirms that selfreported NDD does not, in and of itself, represent an indicator of
€m
having problems with mental health. The result confirmed Bostro
et al.’s [18] finding that adolescents with an intellectual disability (a
form of NDD) reported somewhat higher mental health operationalised as flourishing than adolescents without ID but also more
mental health problems. Probably mental health and mental health
problems are related but separate constructs. Participation has
been described as both a means and an end [15] and concerning
mental health interventions, a focus on participation can be a
means for increasing mental health, but mental health can also be
a factor that increases the probability of participating. Participation
interventions will likely affect the level of mental health problems
indirectly through increasing mental health.
In this study, mental health had a strong negative correlation
with mental health problems. The measure of mental health was
only administrated at ages 14/15 and age 17, which limited the
opportunity to build a trajectory of mental health. The fact that
the mental health measure (flourishing) had a stronger relation to
participation at age 17 than at age 14/15 indicates that longitudinal analyses could generate more in-depth analyses of the relationship between mental health and participation.
Limitations
Missing data are unavoidable in epidemiological research and this
does create challenges. When data are not missing at random,
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imputations could bias the data even more than the missing
responses. Therefore, only complete sets were used in this study.
The relatively low retention rate at 17 years of age, especially for
adolescents with NDD, creates a serious limitation, as power, as
well as representativity, are reduced. The drop-out of adolescents
is evident already at 14/15 years of age and seems to be related
to externalising behaviours and school absenteeism. At 17 years, a
reason for the high attrition in all groups is changing school form,
something that occurs at 16 years of age. This change made it difficult to track all respondents into the new school. Senior high
school is an optional program and thus some participants are lost
because they no longer attend school, while others leave the
municipalities for schools elsewhere and are therefore difficult to
contact. Another possible explanation could be that students in
vocational programs might be in workplaces other than school
facilities on the days of data collection. Also, adolescents with difficulties might go to other types of high schools further away and
be lost due to difficulties collecting data. However, this study is
still relevant as efforts to include adolescents with cognitive and
intellectual disabilities were made. Often, these groups
are excluded.
Having a definition of NDD based on self-reports indicates that
some will consider themselves as having a problem without a
diagnosis, while others might not recognise that they have any of
these issues. Therefore, generalisation to adolescents with diagnosed NDD should be made with caution. The fact that the adolescents with self-reported NDD rated hyperactivity significantly
higher than participants without self-reported NDD at all time
points do, however, confirm that the categorisation of groups is
relevant. The reliance on self-reported NDD also made it possible
to identify those adolescents that have problems related to NDD
but do not have a diagnosed condition. The study group might
therefore be more representative of the whole continuum of
these difficulties than studies that include only those with a confirmed diagnosis.
The measure of participation in this study contained only a
few items with minimal scale steps. Several items regarding the
frequency of attendance and importance of participation were
lost or altered during the process of gathering data in LoRDIA,
due to a need to incorporate other measures. Consequently, the
indexes created for participation were few and they contained a
low number of items that were represented in all three-time
points. In the current study, only domestic and social activities
were related to mental health problems. This reduced the possibility to investigate the relationships between participation and
mental health problems over time. The SDQ, when analysed over
groups defined by gender and NDD, does not explain more than
5% of the variance in participation. This indicates that other variables are more important to investigate, such as family relations
[27] and socioeconomic status [24].

health problems than whether the adolescent self-reports an NDD
or not. Therefore, the fact that more than one in three adolescents with self-reported NDD are flourishing and that less than
one in ten are languishing is positive. That flourishing in this
study is a predictor both for low levels of mental health problems
and high levels of participation indicates that a key focus for
interventions is to focus on mental health and participation.
Participation interventions may enhance mental health and indirectly lead to a decrease in mental health problems.
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